Every nation has the government that it deserves!
J.D.Maistre
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The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (literally "Supreme Council of Ukraine")
Ukraine's parliament = Verkhovna Rada = the Rada = VR(U)

ISSUE №2

Translate:
Committee(s)
Subcommittee(s)
a committee meeting
a joint committee meeting
Committee hearings
Chairman of the Committee
COMMITTEE ON …

АBBREVIATIONS:
Гривня UAH
Євросоюз

Громадськa рада

Services/ Communal/ Housing/ Regional/
and/ Development/ Policy/ Urban/
Construction;
 Sports/ Family/ Tourism/ Policy/ Matters/
and/ Youth;
 Minorities/ Human/ Relations/ National/
Rights/ and/ International;
 The/ Procedure/ Rada/ of/ Ethics/ Support/
Rules/Parliamentary/ and/ Verkhovna/ to/
Ukraine/ Work;

Aftermath/ Use/ Policy/ of/ Mitigation/ Resources/ and/
Environmental/ Chornobyl/ Natural;
 Safety/ Complex/ Fuel/ Energy/ and/ Policy/ Nuclear.
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Name Committees Using the Words*:
*Some words may be repeated!!!

EU
ГО NGO

How many
parliamentary
committees were
composed on
December, 25th
2012?
 27
 28
 29
KEY:
http://
static.rada.gov.ua
/site/eng2/
committees.htm

ENGLISH BOX©

Translate, make your own word combination chains:







Тhe Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine - a decree of the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine - a draft decree of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine
Рarliament - parliament’s presidium – the Preparatory parliamentary
group
Intern – Internship - Parliamentary and Executive Internship Program
Chairman of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine - Deputy Chairman of the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine - Secretariat of the First Deputy Chairman

Fill in the gaps, use wordbank*:
Quorum
Pronunciation: /ˈkwɔː.rəm/
Definition of quorum, noun
- the number of members of
a group or organization required to be present to transact business legally, usually
a majority;
- the number of people required to be present before a
meeting can conduct business;
- the minimum number of
people who must be present
to pass a law, make a judgment, or conduct business.

Ukraine's new … session on Thursday showed how hot
headed … can get in the country. Enraged … rushed ...,
brawling their way through and trampling on their rivals.
..party MP's broke into a fistfight with the representatives
from the pro-presidential ..., after alleging that some deputies
of the ruling party voted for their absent colleagues during
Thursday's ....
The resulting chaos blocked the rostrum of the Ukraine’s
parliament, and … in the session had to be announced.
The boxing champion ..., who now heads the liberal …
party, accused the Party of Regions of ..., but said he will
refrain from use of physical force.
Despite the heated beginning of the session Volodymyr
Rybak, Party of Regions ..., was nevertheless elected for the
position of ... and Mykola Azarov, also of ..., has been
approved a new term as ....(RESOURCE: www.rt.com)
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Read the News at http://iportal.rada.gov.ua/en in English!
Випуск підготувала:
Оксана Корецька,
інтерн Комітету
Верховної Ради України
з питань науки і освіти
Усі права зберігаються©

*WORDBANK:

Rada, Opposition, deputies, to block the
parliament's rostrum , the speaker, Party of
Regions, parliamentary session, violating
parliament procedure, the ruling coalition,
Vitaly Klitschko, MP, Prime Minister of
Ukraine, UDAR, politics, a thirty-minute
break.

